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Abstract Blends of poly(vinyl methyl ether) with partially methylated and benzoylated poly(hydroxy ether of bisphenol A) (phenoxy resin, PH) have been studied. The optical appearance of the mixtures and their glass transition temperatures as measured by di€erential scanning calorimeter has been used as macroscopic criteria for miscibility. All miscible blends showed phase separation (LCST) when increasing temperature as determined by optical microscopy. The PH degree of modi®cation reduced the intrinsic miscibility of the blends as well as the values of the cloud point temperatures. This behaviour has been qualitatively discussed in terms of the reduction of the intermolecular strong interaction sites and its in¯uence on the association equilibria, which stabilise the blends. Ó 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.



1. Introduction Polymer blending has been established as an economic alternative to achieve adequate properties of polymeric materials. Because of their intrinsic applied interest, hundreds of blends have been tested [1,2]. It was soon concluded that most of the possible polymer mixtures are immiscible and have, in general, poor mechanical properties, even though an important number of immiscible blends can be found in commercial uses. Among other factors, miscibility may arise from the presence of strong speci®c interactions between the functional groups of the repetitive units of the polymer components. Hydrogen bonding has been reported as the most common speci®c interaction that contributes to polymer/polymer miscibility [3]. Hydrogen bonding appears in polymer blends where one of the components has a hydrogen donor group, as *
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is the case of acid, hydroxyl, amide or urethane groups. In the presence of an acceptor group, such as ester, ether, ketone, etc., strong speci®c interactions are possible. Among others, poly(hydroxy ether of bisphenol A), also called phenoxy resin (PH), has the kind of appropriate structure for this type of speci®c interactions and several miscible mixtures with phenoxy can be found in the literature [4±24]. Modi®cations in the chemical structure of the polymers can change its miscibility and phase behaviour with other second components. Particularly, several routes have been attempted in order to modify phenoxy blend properties. For instance, interchange reactions can be promoted in order to generate block copolymers which compatibilize immiscible blends [6±8,25±27]; chemical modi®cations of the phenoxy resin have been produced by eliminating its hydroxyl groups and, consequently, its possibilities for forming hydrogen bonding [28,29]. More recently, in situ polymerisation of phenoxy resin in the presence of a second polymeric component has been proposed as a way to obtain better properties than those of the conventional polymer mixtures [30±33].
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Modi®ed phenoxy resin [34], in which the number of hydroxyl groups have been reduced, has been already mixed with other polymers, such as poly(2-vinyl pyridine), poly(4-vinyl pyridine) and poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) [28,29]. In these papers, miscibility of pure PH and its modi®ed forms with a second component has been studied using di€erential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTir). Due to the fact that miscibility is clearly reduced as the hydroxyl group substitution increases, the results have allowed a basically qualitative interpretation of the experimental phase diagrams on the basis of an association model speci®cally proposed for mixtures where hydrogen bonding is present [3]. The main issue was to establish the nature and the strength of these interactions as well as the evolution of these interactions with temperature and the critical chemical modi®cation degree, which drives to immiscibility. The miscibility in the whole composition range and the LCST phase separation of PH/poly(vinyl methyl ether) (PVME) blends have been previously established [13,17]. Furthermore, a characterisation of their interactions by means of the Flory±Huggins interaction parameter (determined by inverse gas chromatography) and its interpretation on the basis of a free volume equation-of-state model have been reported [34±37]. In this paper, we will focus on study the miscibility of hydroxyl-modi®ed PH with PVME and how the phenoxy modi®cation degree a€ects its miscibility with PVME and the corresponding phase diagrams.



2. Experimental section In this work, we have used the same PVME described in our previous paper [17]. The total and partial PH methylation and benzoylation procedures had been previously reported [29]. The 100% modi®ed PH polymers have the following monomer units,



The characterisation of both modi®ed PH series has been done by DSC, NMR and FTir. The composition of the methylated phenoxy (MPH) and benzoylated phenoxy (BPH) copolymers (in molar fraction) was deter-



mined by 1 H n.m.r. and elemental analysis [34]. Their blends with PVME have been prepared by casting from solutions in dioxane. The selected compositions were 25:75, 50:50 and 75:25 in weight fraction. The ®lms were initially dried in vacuum and at room temperature. They were then kept for ca 48 h at 80°C. The glass transition temperatures (Tg ) of the mixtures have been measured in a di€erential scanning calorimeter (DSC), Perkin±Elmer DSC-2C, using a heating rate of 20°C/min up to di€erent maximum temperatures and a cooling rate of 320°C/min. The reported Tg 's was taken as the midpoint of the transitions. The phase separation was detected by optical microscopy. The phase separation temperature was considered as the temperature at which the transmitted light, measured by a photoelectric cell, started to decay. Measurements were carried out at several heating rates and the reported results were ®nally determined by extrapolating to a zero heating rate. This could indicate a true equilibrium phase separation temperature.



3. Results and discussion Previous reports of our laboratory have summarized chemical modi®cations of the phenoxy resin [29,34] in which partial or total substitution of the hydroxyl group by other functional groups as methyl, acetyl, benzoyl, etc., have been carried out as a way to obtain new materials. In this work, we will use two of them: the methylated phenoxy (MPH) and the benzoylated phenoxy (BPH). In both cases, the Tg of the modi®ed PH decreases when the modi®cation degree increases [29]. This decrease can be interpreted as a consequence of the minor number of hydroxyl groups included in the repetitive unit. Having less hydroxyl groups, the number of hydrogen bonds must be reduced and, consequently, the polymer mobility will improve. This fact is re¯ected in the lower Tg values. Moreover, the decrease in the MPH series is larger than that determined in the BPH series: 36.5°C for the 100% MPH and only 14.5°C for the 100% BPH. This result can be explained in terms of the mobility of the functional group attached to the PH unit. The benzoyl group, with more volume and an aromatic group, could hinder the movements of the PH chain in a larger extension. Besides the study of the modi®ed phenoxy properties, our group has studied the PH miscibility with different homopolymers [28,29]. We have been particularly interested in investigating phenoxy/PVME blends, an interesting mixture with a LCST separation temperature in an accessible temperature interval [17,35±37]. In this paper, we will focus on modi®ed PH/PVME blends where hydroxyl PH groups are substituted by methoxy
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and benzoyl groups. Particularly, we will employ 11.7%, 21.8%, 33.12% and 42.3% (in molar fraction) methylated phenoxy resin (MPH) and 7.5%, 9.3%, 18.1%, 30.1% and 41.2% benzoylated phenoxy resin (BPH). Other modi®ed resins with larger modi®cation degrees were completely immiscible with PVME according to the experimental protocol used in this work and will not be discussed in the next paragraphs. We will start with the optical appearance of the ®lms as prepared, because it gives us a preliminary idea about the miscibility of the mixtures and the limitations of the experimental procedure in preparing the blends. Most of the MPH/PVME series blends were clear, a ®rst indication of being in the presence of miscible blends. Only the 42.3 MPH/PVME at the three investigated compositions and the 33.1 MPH/PVME at the 50:50 composition were opaque when they were dried at room temperature. But there are previous experiences, which have taught us that mixtures obtained by casting can provide opaque ®lms (indicative of immiscible blends) even though the blend is truly miscible. This fact is related with the so-called Dv e€ect [38±41]. In some cases, the true equilibrium can be achieved with a thermal treatment, usually annealing the samples above their Tg in order to allow them a remixing [42,43]. Having this in mind and after drying at room temperature, a subsequent drying process at 80°C during 48 h has been applied to the above mentioned opaque samples. Only the 42.3 MPH/PVME 50:50 composition remained translucent after this treatment. In Table 1, we have compiled the optical appearance observed in all the samples studied in this work. The table also remarks the samples, which need the complementary drying process (80°C and 48 h) in order to achieve the transparency. The same Table 1 shows that samples of PH modi®ed with benzoyl groups present more problems in order to Table 1 Optical appearancea of the MPH/PVME and the BPH/PVME blends Modi®ed PH



75



50



25



11.7 MPH 21.8 MPH 33.1 MPH 42.3 MPH 7.5 BPH 9.3 BPH 18.1 BPH 30.1 BPH 41.2 BPH



C C C Cb Cb Cb C Cb Ob



C C Cb Tb Tb Cb C Tb Ob



C C C Cb Cb Cb C Cb Cb



The PH modi®cation is given in molar percentage and the composition in modi®ed PH weight percentage. a C: clear; T: translucent; O: opaque. b This behaviour is observed only after the second drying process (80°C and 48 h).
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obtain clear ®lms even after the supplementary drying procedure. Surprisingly, the PH modi®ed in a minor degree (7.5% and 9.3%) need the second drying process, which is not necessary for other modi®ed PH with higher substitutions. Moreover, for BPH of larger substitution degree, we have obtained opaque ®lms after drying at room temperature except for the 18.1% BPH ®lms, which were clear. After completing the drying procedure and except the 7.3 and 30.1 BPH at 50:50 composition, which were translucent, all the ®lms became clear. BPH with larger modi®cation degrees gave opaque ®lms even after the ®nal drying except the 41.2 BPH/PVME 25:75 mixture which gave a clear ®lm, thus, the BPH with a modi®cation degree equal to 41.2 or higher must be considered as totally immiscible. This result could re¯ect that the miscibility of BPH with PVME is greatly reduced, even though the chemical nature of the new group does not seem very di€erent. In conclusion, the miscibility maps for both series are di€erent, although at high modi®cation degrees both series are immiscible. But the optical appearance is only a macroscopic evidence of the miscibility, which must be con®rmed by other di€erent measurements. Even though it also has macroscopic character, the determination of glass transition temperatures of the blends is a wellestablished method. In Table 2, glass transition temperatures for the miscible MPH/PVME and BPH/PVME blends are shown. The values correspond to a second scan in the DSC, in order to use the same thermal history for all the blends. In general, the agreement with the optical appearance results is total since all the blends giving clear ®lms have a unique Tg . Only a remark is appropriate: For 42.3 MPH/PVME 50:50, 7.5 BPH/PVME 50:50 and 30.1 BPH/PVME 50:50 blends the transitions are much broader than the observed for the rest ones, specially in the case of the 7.5



Table 2 Glass transition temperatures, Tg in K for the MPH/PVME and the BPH/PVME, the PH modi®cation is given in molar percentage and the composition in modi®ed PH weight percentage (Tg (PVME)ˆ 249.9 K) Modi®cation degree



100



75



50



25



0 11.7 MPH 21.8 MPH 33.1 MPH 42.3 MPH 7.5 BPH 9.3 BPH 18.1 BPH 30.1 BPH



371.9 368.5 365.1 356.0 355.6 367.0 367.0 361.0 358.0



324.9 320.5 317.1 316.0 311.6 308.1 306.0 321.1 314.1



290.1 287.2 289.4 283.4 ±a ±a 282.2 290.1 ±a



266.3 265.3 265.5 264.3 265.0 263.9 264.2 266.4 263.6



a



Broad transitions.
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Fig. 1. DSC thermograms for modi®ed PH/PVME blends, 50:50 composition and the second scan in all the cases: (A) 42.3 MPH; (B) 7.5 BPH; (C) 30.1 BPH; (D) 11.7 MPH, shown as reference of narrow transition.



BPH, as can be seen in Fig. 1. Such kind of transitions have been related to heterogeneous blends where a large variety of microdomains or microphases could be present, indicating that their true equilibrium state is closer to immiscibility than miscibility [2]. Possibly, with longer drying times they would give a unique Tg but it was more important for us to reduce that time in order to avoid PVME degradation reactions. For this reason their values do not appear in Table 2. Resuming the optical appearance and Tg results, the blends giving translucent ®lms seem to be close to the miscibility but it has been impossible to determine a reliable unique Tg . Thus, we have rather to consider them up to now as not miscible while all the blends that gave clear ®lms have a unique Tg , so, being classi®ed as miscible. Apart of the determination of the presence of a unique or two Tg and their values, the DSC thermograms have allowed us to observe other interesting phenomena. For instance, we have detected that some of the blends gave endothermic peaks at high temperatures. These peaks have been associated with the demixing (LCST type) process [44,45] and have been used as an alternative way to determine the mixing enthalpy of PH/PVME blends [17]. In order to evidence the occurrence of such type of peaks and after a second scan where a unique Tg was observed, a third scan was performed. In this new scan, the maximum limit was increased in approximately 50°C and was su�cient to detect an endothermic peak, as it can be seen in the Fig. 2 for the 11.7 MPH/PVME 50:50 blend. The detection of this peak has been easier for the MPH/PVME blends and the 50:50 and 75:25 compositions, possibly because in these cases the demixing rate and/or the associated enthalpy were larger.



Fig. 2. DSC thermograms for the 11.7 MPH/PVME 50:50 blend.



In this third scan, the width and the value of the Tg of the blends have remained practically constant, as correspond to a miscible mixture. However, in the following scan to the detection of the endothermic peak, practically all the blends have two Tg 's (see the fourth scan of Fig. 2). If only one was observed, it was su�ciently broad to practically cover the temperature range between the glass transition temperatures of the two pure polymers. However, in some few blends, MPH of minor modi®cation degree, the demixing process can be assumed as reversible because we have observed a unique Tg . Moreover, both its width and its value agree with those previously determined, as can be seen in Fig. 3 for the 11.7 MPH/PVME 75:25 blend. Such kind of behaviour is certainly unusual in polymer blends given the di€usion di�culties the liquid mixture has when crossing the spinodal line towards the miscible region during cooling. In relation to the BPH/PVME blends the detection of the endothermic peak has been only possible for both



Fig. 3. DSC thermograms for the 11.7 MPH/PVME 75:25 blend.
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Fig. 4. Separation temperatures for the MPH/PVME blends: ( ) PH; () 11.7; (.) 21.8; ( ) 33.1; (j) 42.3.



the 18.1 and 30.1 BPH substitutions and the subsequent scans contain two transitions. Therefore, the presence of these peaks allows us to know the location of the separation temperature that can also be detected by optical microscopy, as explained below. Moreover, the presence or not of a separation process could help us in order to classify clearly some blends as miscible or immiscible mixtures. Phase diagram measurements have been carried out by thermo-optical analysis (TOA). In Fig. 4, the cloud points of the MPH/PVME blends have been summarized. As occurred in PH/PVME blends the diagram is not symmetrical with a minimum deviated to compositions richer in PVME. Again, we must point out the particular behaviour of the 42.3 MPH/PVME 50:50 blend (we have to remember that it is not possible neither to assure the ®lm transparency nor the existence of a unique Tg ). In TOA measurement, it was not possible to give a reliable value for the separation temperature of this blend because the values were not repetitive. By other hand, from the Fig. 4 it is clear that an increase of the methylation degree (i.e., a reduction in the number of hydroxyl groups) in the MPH copolymer, produces a reduction in the separation temperature. It is known that strong interactions, as hydrogen bonds, are the responsible of the miscibility in many polymer blends [3]. These interactions can be formed when one of the components has a proton donor character, as hydroxyl groups in the case of PH, and the second component has acceptor groups, as ether group in the PVME case. Thus, such type of interactions are expected, and detected previously, in the case of the PH/ PVME system [14]. LCST behaviour of these blends occurs when the thermal energy breaks some of these interactions and its number is not enough to balance other terms, such as the free volume contribution or the purely physical interactions. Consequently the blend phase separates [10].
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So, using qualitatively these arguments we would explain the observed results. When we replace the hydroxyl group of the PH resin (the donor group needed to form a strong interaction), by a methoxy group, thus becoming an acceptor group, we are decreasing the number of intermolecular strong interactions. In fact, the reduction has two additive consequences: First, by decreasing the hydroxyl group number we are reducing the groups available in order to constitute intermolecular hydrogen bonds with the ether group of the PVME. Secondly, the ether group of PVME competes with the new ether group introduced in the MPH structure in forming hydrogen bonds with the PH hydroxyls and while the former contributes to stabilise the blend the latter does not. (Of course, a similar competition already exists between the ether group of the PVME and the aromatic±aliphatic ether group present originally in the PH structure [46] but here we are comparing how the situation changes before and after the PH methylation.) In conclusion, as the number of intermolecular interactions is reduced in the MPH/PVME system in comparison to the PH/PVME system, we need a lower thermal level in order to achieve the separation conditions. In other words, the number of interactions that must be broken in order to destabilise the blends is minor and this occurs at lower temperatures than in the PH/ PVME mixture. The reduction in the intermolecular interactions is also a reason that explain the immiscibility at high modi®cation degrees, where the number of interactions formed are not su�cient to overcome other factor, such as free volume or weak physical interactions [3]. Finally, in Fig. 5 we present the cloud point temperatures for the BPH/PVME blends. In this case, only the compositions where the values were reproducible are shown (9.3 and 18.1 BPH). In this series, increasing the benzoylation degree decreases the separation temperature and, furthermore, the di€erences in relation to the PH/PVME are larger than in the MPH blends. Although



Fig. 5. Separation temperatures for the BPH/PVME blends: ( ) PH; () 9.3; (.) 18.1.
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Table 3 Miscibility of the MPH/PVME and the BPH/PVME blends, the PH modi®cation is given in molar percentage and the composition in modi®ed PH weight percentage Modi®cation degree



75



50



25



11.7 MPH 21.8 MPH 33.1 MPH 42.3 MPH 7.5 BPH 9.3 BPH 18.1 BPH 30.1 BPH



M M M M M M M M



M M M TnM TnM M M TnM



M M M M M M M M



M: miscible, TnM: tentatively not miscible.



in both cases we have replaced a donor group by an acceptor one, it is possible to interpret reasonably these results. It is reasonable to expect that the benzoyl group have a stronger acceptor nature than the methoxy one. Thus, the benzoyl competes better with the ether group of PVME than the methoxy group of the MPH. Therefore, this same di€erence in the acceptor nature could cause that intermolecular interactions have decreased in major level, for the same modi®cation degree, in BPH than in the MPH. Resuming the experimental results, we have classi®ed the studied blends in order to their miscibility in Table 3. In this sense, the majority of the blends were clearly miscible, denoted as M, because they give transparent ®lms, a unique Tg and repetitive separation temperatures (expect for both 7.5 and 30.1 BPH at the 25:75 and 75:25 compositions where cloud points have not determined). In relation to the rest of the blends, denoted as tentatively not miscible (TnM), we have repeatedly mentioned along this work that their behavior is not su�ciently clear on order to classify them as miscible or immiscible. For instance, they have given translucent ®lms, their Tg 's are too abroad and the cloud points measurements have not been at all repetitive. We will discuss this fact later. We will ®nish with a tentative discussion of our results in the frame work of an association model [3], which explains the miscibility of polymer blends with as a balance between three di€erent terms. An entropic term, purely combinatorial; a second one which resumes both the intramolecular and the intermolecular strong interactions and, ®nally, a third one which resumes physical interactions which, in general, are not favourable to a negative free energy of mixing. The latter term is given in form of solubility parameters, available from a group contribution method. When the solubility parameters of the components are di€erent, favourable strong interactions are necessary to stabilise the blend. Consequently, it is easier to achiever miscibility when the solubility parameters of the components are similar [47].



In applying the model to the blends studied in this work some complications can be anticipated. In principle, there are four di€erent types of hydrogen bonds, which can be considered. Three of them are intramolecular a€ecting the modi®ed PH. For instance, in the MPH repetitive units the hydroxyls interact with other hydroxyls; secondly, there is an interaction between the hydroxyls and the aliphatic±aromatic ether groups. The third one is the possible hydrogen bond between the hydroxyl and the methoxy group. Finally, the fourth one has an intermolecular nature and a€ects the hydroxyl and the ether group of PVME. In terms of the association model we are considering, each interaction requires an equilibrium constant which describes the association equilibrium and an enthalphy which describes the evolution of this constant with the temperature, in terms of a van t'Ho€ equation. Previous papers in which the association model has been used to explain the phase diagram and other properties of PH/PVME blends have shown that its behaviour can be reasonably reproduced using three equilibrium constants. Two of them take into account the intramolecular association of PH molecules, forming dimers and multimers and the third one describes the intermolecular association between hydroxyls and PVME ether groups. The inclusion of a third intramolecular constant describing equilibria between hydroxyls and ether groups in the repetitive PH unit does not improve appreciably the simulations. With the previous results in mind, we have decided to consider the MPH units as diluents of the PH molecule without considering the possible intra-association equilibrium between the hydroxyl and the ether groups introduced as a consequence of the hydroxyl methylation. The solubility coe�cients of the pure polymers, PH, MPH and PVME, are easily available from the software accompanying the association model monograph [3], their values being 10.2, 9.8 and 8.5, in (cal/cm3 )0:5 , respectively. Thus, when the methylation degree increases the physical interactions becomes more favourable to miscibilize the blend. Equilibrium constants and enthalpies [K2 ˆ 14:4, h2 ˆ 2:5; KB ˆ 25:6, hB ˆ 3:4 and KA ˆ 3:4, hA ˆ 3:0] have been taken from a previous work of our group [48]. Fig. 6 shows the simulated phase diagram corresponding to mixtures MPH/PVME at 373 K. Similar results can be obtained in BPH/PVME mixtures and other temperatures. However, in both mixtures, the location of the minimum is highly sensitive to the values of the solubility parameters. Variation of 0.1 can even provide an cuasi hour-glass type diagram as can be seen in the Fig. 6, dotted line, which has been calculated using a solubility parameter value of 10.25 for pure PH (actually, the cited software gives a value of 10.23). However, this variation does not invalidate the conclusions that follow.
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and by the Departamento de Economia y Turismo (Diputacion Foral de Gipuzkoa). References



Fig. 6. Simulated phase diagram of MPH/PVME blends at 100°C using the association model described in the text: solid line using the solubility coe�cients cited in the text; dotted line using a solubility coe�cient value of 10.25 for the pure PH.



The diagram shows that the blends have more di�culties in being miscible when the composition is in the vicinity of a 50/50 mixture, as is the case of our experimental results due to they are relatively close to their separation curve. Although the 25/75 composition, in modi®ed PH weight percentage, blends would behave in a similar way since the separation curve is near to both compositions, other factor could play an important role: the Tg of the blend. As can be observed in Table 2, the value for the 25:75 composition is lower than the values for the 50:50 compositions. Assuming that some of the ®lms prepared according to the procedure cited in the experimental section could form ®lms that were not in the true equilibrium, the lower is the Tg more e�cient will be the subsequent annealing treatment (80°C and 48 h). Thus, this treatment could be enough to remiscibilize the 25/75 blends whereas it is insu�cient for the 50:50 composition. In this sense, some of the blends classi®ed as tentatively not miscible in Table 3 would be truly miscible, but, their proximity to the separation curve and their slow remiscibilization di�cult to obtain them as a miscible blend. On other hand, the predicted diagram is also in a reasonable agreement with the fact that the 25:75 blends have the lowest cloud separation temperatures. Moreover, the predicted results show us that the modi®ed PH/ PVME systems are relatively close to a hour-glass type diagram. Such type of phase diagram could also explain the problems found in the low benzoylated degree BPH/ PVME mixtures.
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